
LV/DVG AMERICA TRIAL ENTRY

LV # 11

KG #

Club Name and Number_ _Trial Location

On _________________/___________ /________, or secondarily on _________________/___________/________,

we are planning on holding a trial and are applying for all of these titles with a total of no more than 36 parts.

CLUB PRESIDENT ADDRESS

CLUB PRESIDENT PHONE EMAIL

Original to be sent to the DVG/LBA requesting processing and approval of date.

For the above mentioned trial, I appoint trial judge:

LV/LRO, DVG America.

TRIAL CHAIRMAN’S NAME__________________________________________ DVG MEMBER NUMBER_____________

TRIAL CHAIRMAN’S PHONE__________________________EMAIL____________________________________________

CLUB PRESIDENT NAME_____________________________________________DVG MEMBER NUMBER______________

Date Club President’s Signature
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Please send completed, original form to the LV DVG America LRO

Click here for DVG America LRO Contact information
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http://www.dvg-america.com/contacts.html


LV/DVG AMERICA TRIAL APPLICATION

After selecting the region your trial will be held, please fill in all the blanks down to and including the club president's
signature.

Remember you have the option of applying for a one day trial, or one 2 day trial.

FYI – Please do not apply for 2 one day trials unless you are going to have a full trial on your first day. (It is now 36 parts
per day.) If you really think you might have more than 36 parts in one day then please book one 2 day trial, then if it
looks like you need a second day you are already approved for that second day. That saves cancelling a trial which is
extra paperwork for everyone. Remember the judges are volunteering their time, and they would prefer to judge one
full day then 2 half day trials.

I will complete the bottom of the form and send to Germany.

Please send me the trial application electronically via my email as a PDF attachment or as Microsoft Word document file.
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